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SUMMARY AND PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
This report describes a project sponsored by Goddara Space Fligtt
Center to design, develop, and produce two working units of t. permanent
magnet 24 volt brushless D.C. Motor with a magnetically suspended rotor.
The purpose of such a motor with a magnetic suspension system is to elim-
inate mechanical bearings and their attendant wear and lubrication prob-
lems under long-term continuous duty in space envirenments.
The suspension system employed is basically the existing Cambion
D.C. Suspension System.	 In this system the suspended rotor, including
the motor magnet, is directly constrained in the axial direction without
` contact.	 The rotor is centered axially by means of a system of light
"shutters" so as to modulate the light reaching a set of photocells in
direct proportion to the axial displacement. 	 The resulting signals are
V amplified and fed to the respective force coils.
Radial magnetic constraint in obtained from the radial component
of the axial suspension force.	 This is augmented substantially by the
f", use of concentric annular ridges on the suspension pole faces to utilise
a "frining" effect.
' Since the efficiency of a magnetic suspension system increases
rapidly with air gap reduction, it is important to employ the smallest	 i
> x practical aiar gap.	 However# the Inverse square law makes it difficult
i
to work with high force levels When the air gaps ,
 are small*
Stable operation at a gap of 9005 inch at each and has been
achieved by the Cambion system of electro-magnetic damping.
	
This domp-
ing is obtained by weans of an axial velocity signal which is propor-
tior ..1 to the axial velocity of the rotor.
evi,,,
R	 ^
s
This signal is obtained from a rate generator and amplified and
applied continuous) to the 	 lifiers to control the rotor axialPP	 Y	 power am P
velocity. The rate generator consists of a velocity sensing coil located
adjacent to a separate permanent magnet attached to and part zf the sus-
pended rotor. This system also provides some radial damping as well as
damping out of unwanted excursions induced by external shock, vibration
or suddenly applied loads.
An inverted permanent magnet brushless D.C. Motor with a stationary
flat disc armature is built into the center of the magnetically suspended
; 	 rotor. This 18-pole, 28 volt motor contains a flat disc armature with a
r	
through-hole to clear the shaft which in turn carries the magnetic pole
pieces forming the rotating field.
The magnetic configuration for the motor consists of a hollow cylin-
drical, permanent magnet carrying reverted castellated pole pieces of soft
magnetic material to form poles adjacent to the faces of the armature 41sce
This arrangement with identical pole pieces provides a symmetrical
flux pattern parallel to the axis to react with the armature in accordance
with Ampere' s Law*
,x
The armature is stationary and is fastened to the motor housing.
The armature consists of a thin disc Which is laminated to contain the
copper conductors in lapped two-phase construction. This design nearly
'	 eliminates motor drive side thrust which might otherwise impair or exceed
the radial capabilityy of the magnetic suspension.
A Photo-electronic commutation system for this motor employs gini-
ature lamps,* phototransistors,*
 amplifiers and a switching network to wort
with a slotted cylindrical shutter on the rotor.
r1i
Original design goals of overall size and weight were not completely
realized because it has not yet proven practical to combine the motor iron
with the suspension iron. The electronic package was configured for P.C.
card and chassis mounting to facilitate circuit construction and testing
since original size and weight limitations were not interpreted as apply-
ing to the circuitry.
...a original motor performance goals were reached or approached quite
closely. The results will depend partly upon heating conditions in vacuum
which have not been thoroughly tested. The power consumption, size, weight
and speed torque limits were revised, by mutual agreement, during the devel-
opment to assure the reliability of suspension within the limits of cost
and time allocated.
c
...ham.
I ( I.	 STATEMENT OF WORKThe original specifications for this project delineated the re-
quirements listed below.
Ae scope
The work was to be subdivided into two phases. Phase I was
to consist of the motor and suspension design and develop-
ment. Phase Il was to consist of the fabrication # test and
delivery of two complete motor units with magnetic rotor
suspension.
Be Technical Requirements
The following were the original technical requirements of the
contract. The exceptions and deviations are described else-
,	 where in this report#
le Motor and Bearing Performance
2# Motor Design Characteristics
a) The motor was to be brushless and opea:ate with no
mechanical contact between the rotor and any other
part of the structure.
b) The rotor was to be magnetically suspended in a
stable manner in all three axes and have an active
control in one axis and rotational freedom in one
'tI
plane*
c) The commutation systop was to be cable of bi-
directional continuous rotation in "both driving
and braking mode..
	
-
Lr
I ( d) The unit was to be self-starting from the unener-gized non-supporting condition at zero spend and
have normal D.C• motor characteristics from stall
(with current limiting) to no-load speode
e) All silicon semi-conductors conservatively derated
to insure reliability were to be employed in the
commutation and control electronic.
f) At electrical signal indicating the absence of con-
tact was to be available.
g) Design of the unit was to be such that loss of mag-
netic support in a one "g" field at any speed iould
not result in permanent damage.
h) The commutator and control electronics were to be
able to withstand continuous stall conditions at
30 volts D.C.
i) The motor and suspension system was to be capable
of continuous operation a vacuum of 10 X 10 -9 ma Hg.
3) The motor and suspension system was to operate prop-
erly over an ambient temperature range of -10 0C to
plus 70oC.
k) The motor and suspension system was to operate prop-
erly after 50 g 2 milli-seconds shoo3c and 5 ainutes
of random vibration over the range of :10 to 20
cycles per second and 15 "G"*s ru in each of thew#
mutually perpendicular directionso
i
r
f
f	 r'•
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1) A reliability goal of 96% per 10,000 hours was tc,
apply to the system based on accepted failure rate
criteria.
Co Schedules
The work was to be divided into two phases, with Phase I cov-
ering the design of an integral motor and suspension system
leading to a weight optimized device both reliable and stable.
Phase II was to consist of manufacture of two motors with in-
tegral rotor suspension and delivery of these to the Goddard
Space Flight Center. Work on both phases and the delivery of
two complete motor systems were to be completed within 14
months from the date of the contract. Hence, original date
of contract completion was to have been December 24y 1969.
D. Documentation
Documentation was to include:
1. Monthly progress re-^rts with design calculations, eche-
matic diagrams, poet ormance data and the like.
2. A Phase I summary report at the conclusion of Phase I acid
a comprehensive Final Report within 30 days after comple-
tion of the effort.
39 Operational input-output restrictions, performance data,
schematic diagrams, and reproducible mechanical drawings
as made in the course of manufacture aid these were to be
included rdth delivery of the units.
x`
1
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II. PERFORMANCE OF WORK
A. Deviation From Original Specifications
1. Size
The housing design is a stepped cylindrical configuration
with the midlength portion oversize in diameter to accom-
modate the motor stator. The larger diameter (398") of
the housing and the 4 1/8" diameter of the threaded ring
exceed the 3 1/2" diameter originally specified. These
deviations were necessary to accommodate the stator and
armature and to permit assembly and removal of the motor
rotor and armaturs.
The connectors and connector Mounting blocks were mounted
in line on one side to simplify the internal wiring and,
hence, slightly exceed the or a^;inal outline 1301;^s.
2. weight
The weight of the mechanical package, exclusive of the
mounting stand, is 14 1 "r•,j. The stand weighs 6 1/2 l.bs.
The weight of the electronic package, exclusive of the
cabinet, is 12 lbs.
The original specifications palled for a raximum weight
of 6 lbs. Requirements for shielding the rate magast,
impracticality of combining the motor and suspension
poles at this stage, arA the design of the housing
facilitate rotor removal, aU eon:tribute. to the lima
14 lbo weight of the unit•
10
ti
3. Armature "Phase"
The armat, re for the motor was designed with two phases,
each in its own winding layer. A third layer to form a
third. phase would have been desirable to permit a three
phase delta connection for low noise switching. However,
this would have complicated the armature and would have
required a larger pole piece gap, thereby reducing the
motor flux acid torque substantially.
4. Motor Performance
Motor performance results are based on short-time tests
can%ucted on the second motor operating in air at room
temperature and pressure under one "g" conditions. These
values are nominal values and are not corrected for such
variations as instrument and reading errors, temperature
correction factors, 3r the like.
Prior to conducting these testa the rotor w" dynamically
balanced, using the eight tangential balanci ng
 screws in
conjunction with photocell sensing of the rotor flange
displacement at resonant speeds. The signal s were ob-
served on an oscilloscope and adjustments made with the
appropriate balance screws to minimise the oscillation.
(This feature is an innovation of New Te^:hnologyr indicated
on page 28 of this report.)
The unit was tested for operation at 24 volts D.C. This
supply voltage was obtained from a regulated b.Ce powor
C
rm
6r
supply. The results indicated that the motor winding and
its photoelectronic commutator worked well on 24 volts.
However, the suspension coil. system wots.ld not operate
stably with any 24 volt winding so the 12 volt windings
had to be rotainedo This result was attributed to the in-
creased coil inductance which would increase the time con-
stant in the rate circuit.
The armature inductance was calculated as approximately
.3 millihenry based orc measurements taken on one coil and
multiplying by 1$, which is the number of coils per phase.
This result Is well within the maximum value of 1.0 mil:Ai-
henry originally specified*
Peak power consumption was tasted with 30 volts D•C * sup-
plied to the motor and with the rotor starting from rest
under rated load. This is really a starting test and the
37 watt value obtained was only for a short duration*
The moter'when operated in air on its own magnetic bear-
ings in the horizontal position readily reached the speci-
fied no-load speed of 12,000 rpm at 24 volts. Thin test
was conducted March 31, 1970 on Unit Number 2 # using a
photoelectric pickup consisting of a lamp (Lampe Inc. No* 9)
and an Woo light sensor to monitor the rotational speed
from a 60-count per revolution encode? built integrally
Into the -rotor flange, The rotor speed was read directly
^ ^	 ^
r Q^YR.... „ ^$.a'-	 rsr ^ 3 	 e^.
^3'^w	 ^^ xS.	 ^
ALL.'.
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in rpm on a Magtrol Model 4602 Digital Tachometer Counter
(.059 accuracy) without introducing the possibility of
dynamometer coupling error or bearing loading.
No unbalance in the rotor greater than approximately plus
or minus .0002 inch was noted at speeds above 4200 rpi,
which was the dynamic resonant point. The amount of unbal-
ance was measured with a Tektronix Model 545 Dual Trace
Oscilloscope set on a scale factor of .1 volt per cm when
connected to the balance probe. The balance probe con-
tained a lamp (Lamps Inc. No. 9) and a silicon solar cell
(IR Model SO510E7). This unbalance measuring test set-up
Was calibrated in the static condition with a .0001 inch
dial indicator to measure the voltage change for a rotor
displacement of .001 inch. Stall torque and torque-speed
Lead torque-current tests were not conducted on this motor.
However, these values should be essentially the same as ob-
tained from tests on the ball bearing prototype motor during
Phase I of this project. These test results are shown on
pages 43 and 44 of the appendix.
The radial stiffness was measured on unit number one using
two different methods. The second method, employing a dial
type mechanical force gage, was adopted after the result
from the first method using weight and pulleys was found to
be too erratic. The radial stiffness caloulated from the
test results was 650 lbs *
 per inch, which in somewhat lower
0than anticipated. A graph of radial load vse displace-
ment is shown on Figure i on page 40 * The axial stiff-
ness was measured on Unit Number 2 9 using the dial force
gage as above and conducted at two levels of support coil
current. Values ranged from 13 9 600 lbs* /inch to 107,000
lbse/inch with loads up to 40 lbs. as shown in Figure 2
on page 41e
A vertical coast-down test was conducted in vacuum on
Unit Number 2 ?,t the Goddard Space Flight Center* The
initial speed was 6000 rpm and the rotor came to a stop
one hour and 10 minutes later* This is a shorter coast
time than anticipated and is attributed to the possibility
of slight rubbing on the motor armature*
59 Schedule
Although Phase I was originally scheduled to include only
the first six months of the contract, the design and draw-
ings (exclusive of revisions) were not all completed until
July 31 9 1969* This was due, in part, to the unusual motor
design and the complicated housing it entailede Part of
the Phase I effort included the fabrication and test of an
experimental ball-bearing prototype motor to verify the
motor designs
Of
Because of some long lead times anticipated in fabricating
the physical parts, certain parts were placed in the shop
1c
r
prior to the design completion of Phase I. This was a
calculated risk which paid off, since it enabled one unit
to be assembled, evaluated, and delivered ahead of sched-
ule.
However, a number of changes still had to be made and these
have all been incorporated in the second unit. The first
unit was later reworked to conform reasonably with tho re-
4
visions,
The changes have been documented on the drawings and by
change orders, so that additional units could, if neces-
sary, be fabricated correctly from the revised drawings*
i
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Be Development of the Motor and Bearingf	
Is Rotor
The motor rotor proper consists of a permanent magnet
ring 1.671" O.D. x #516" I.A. x 1.000" thick made of
Alnico V-7 alloy. Attached to each face of the ring is
a reverted magnetically soft silicon iron pole piece
with 18 trapezoidal teeth on the acting face. The sap
was set at * 090" on the first unit, and at .100 11 on the
second unit to provide adequate clearance for the arma-
ture * The resultant flux in the gap was approximately
4400 gauss on the first magnetization of Unit No* 1
without the motor winding in place * This was not meas-
ured on the final units as a sufficiently thin probe
gauss meter Was not available at the time * The area
of the salient pole face areas was designed to be equal
to the cross sectional area of the permanent magnet*
	 ' I
2. Armature
Each of the two phases of the stationary armature is
comprised of a layer of 18 radially spaced, flat, edge-
wound sector shaped coils connected in series at their
outer edges*
The two phases are assembled to make up the armature by
using a fixture, and are then impregnated with epoxy
resin. A layer of non-woven f iberglas m&t, helps to
,18-
0,r
stiffen the armature which is then mounted on its mount-
.	 ing ring and wired to its connector. The two phases are
offset angularly by the fixture to obtain proper commu-
tation.
3• Commutator
The basic commutation system employed a NASA-type eirouit
arrangement with lamps, a slotted shutter and phototran-
sistors to obtain brushlesa operation. The mounting ring
for the lamps and phototransistors was made adjustable with
respect to the housing to enable the precise setting needed
for self-starting. The optimum width of the commutator
slot was obtained from the ball bearing prototype Motor test
In Phase L This was .125 inch.
In constructing the first model, it was found necessary to{
redesign the mounting ring and "o to design a new mating 	
` ,_I
connector to simplify the wiring for the commutator.
4. Magnetic Suspension Pole Pieces
The magnetic suspension pole piece design is based on the
existing CAMBION groove design. Unit No * 1 was reworked
to include twice as many grooves on the pole faces. This
provided an increase in radial and axial stiffness greater
than 60% with no increase in power. (3es Supplementary
Report on this contract covering the period of April 1.
1970 to July 29 0 19700)
j
19..
Tho possibility of even further improvement exists but
this would require investigation, analysis and redesign
beyond the limitations of this project.
i
59	 Fate Coil, Magnet and Shielding
The rate coil is a stationary center-tapped bifilarY	 PPe
bobbin-wound coil in suitable proximity to the rate meg-
net.	 The rate magnet is a separate central permanent
magnet mounted near one end of the rotor.
	 Axial motion
of the ;mte magnet causes a voltage to be induced in the
rate coil windings in accordance with Faraday's Law.
This signal is fed to the operational amplifier network
to provide necessary feedback to the suspension coils
and thus provide magnetic damping of the rotor.
	 Invest!-
gation has shown that the gap between the rate magnet
face and its coil is important, since too large a gap
reduces the signal excessively, while too small a gap per-
mits mutual inductance of the coil to impair the time con-
.	 i
stante	 For this particular coil and magnet, the optimum
gap has been found to be .100 to 9125 inches.
	 Experimen-
tation has also shown that non-uniformity of the magnetic
	 j
flux of the rate magnet, especially at the periphery, can
generate a spurious rate :signal propartional to the rotor
speed.	 To eliminate this problem, which is more serious
at higher sr*eds, a soft iron cap was added
	
o the rate
coil*
	This cap provided, a uniform flux pattern at the
-50-
'I,
aexpense of halving the flux level. Centering of the rata
coil in alignment with the rate magnet centerline is also
necessary to avoid these unwanted speel- generated signals*
Lateral adjusting screws and suitable mounting and housing
adaptations are provided to enable fine adjustment of the
rate coil mount for this purposes Magnetic shielding of
the rate magnet is e6sential and in the present design
forms part of the rate magnet mounting as well as provid-
ing a magnetic return path. The rate magnet, cap and shield
have to be magnetised as a unit, and kept together it posi-
tion subsequently, in order to retain a high level of mag-
netisme These features are necessary for stable and reliable
operation*
6e End. Stators and Housings
The stepped cylindrical housing is made in two parts se-
cured at the middle with a threaded coupling ring. Precise
and rigid alignment is obtained with the use of mating mul-
tiple notches and a pilot lips The barrel of each housing
is slotted to provide three integral spring fingers which
are engaged by an external clamp ring to grip the hollow
cylindrical magnetic bearing pole pieces- This arrange ►
ment permits the rotor to be readily inserted and removed*
It also provides ready ad:juetment of the magnetic bearing
system gap and axial positioning- Since the pole-piece
dimes and end caps are Mounted on the cylindrical pale
-21-
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pieces, these subassemblies, including the displae
lamps and photocells at the inner gap, can be adju
or removed and replaced without disturbing their f
Connectors and Wiring
The wiring from the rate coil is shielded to exclu
noise from the rate circuit and its high gain ampl
The smallest Microdot single coaxial connectors ar
for this purpose at the rate coil end. The small
snap-lock miniature circular multipin connectors w
ployed because of their small diameters, high pin
ease of disconnect and positive latching. Convent
cabling with plastic insulated hookup wire is encs
a plastic jacket for convenience and ease of handl
Packaging and Circuitry
The control panel is arranged to provide manual mo
speed control by means of a rheostat on the fronts
lamps and switches are also provided. The pwiel c
three P.C. cards edge-mounted in tracks and mating
edge-type PeCe connectors. The center P.C. card c
the motor commutator control circuit and the two r
ing P.Ce cards hold the magnetic suspension contro
quitse Miniature dial-type potentiometers are sou;
directly on'each suspension circuit card to permit
pendent electrical adjustment of each end.
Dynamic Balancing (New Technology)
A novel method of dynamic balancing the rotor on i-
c
	 8.
-22
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magnetic bearings was devised. A double flange is built
into each and of the rotor body at the pole piece shoul-
der. The thicker portion of each flange is provided with
four equally spaced tangential adjustable balancing screws.
In addition, there is a thin flange portion which is ma-
shined true with the rotor pole faces after assembly.
These thin flanges cooperate with "balance probes," each
containing a lamp and a photocell, to provide a signal pro-
portional to the radial displacement or vibration at each
erxt# Each thin flange also has a marker notch .01 ,5" wide
to act as a rotor angular position marker on the sign,..
The resultant signals from each of the two balance probed,
one at each end, are amplified and displayed on the screen
of an oscilloscope to detect the amount of unbalance while
the rotor is operating at the firet resonant speeds
Calibration of the trace was made by means of dial indi-
cators on the rotor whale not rotating*
 Simultaneous ad-
justment of two adjacent balancing screws can be made to
shift weight • :o the desired location for balatincinge
The result of each adjustment was observed on the oscil-
loscope until the amount of unbalance was reduced to a min-
imum value. This construction and means of balancing has
been submitted as an item of New Technology on this projeet.
C
IN Indlor, iion of Loss of SuAport
One of the ori6inal requirements of the specifications
was that a means be prcxidad, to indicate lose of mag-
netic supports This indication is provided in this de-
sign by ot°serving the values of the meters plugged into
the parcel for the suspension coil current monitoring;
the meters should read alike when the bearing is sup-
porting. Then when the bearing is not supporting, a dif-
ference on the two meters indicates this condition.
Co Prototype Motor
^11-IIY lii-^lYl^^p
In Phase I of this project, a ball -bearing prototype of the
motor was fabricated to verify the design. In the course of
testing, it was found that the motor was not self starting due
to an error in the armature winding offset angle, The optimum
commutator slot width was investigated b Installi ng and testingg	 Y	 8	 8
an adjustable slot commutator on the ball-bearing motor. The
no-load speed was 9784 rpm and full-load speed at 2.0 amperes
was 8570 rpm.
As a result of these tests on the prototype ball-bearing motor,
the optimum commutator slot width and the correct armature
winding offset angle were incorporated into the final unit. In
additions, the motor magnet material was changed from Alnico V
to V-7 and the gap increased slightly to accommodate sore stiff-
ening for the stationary flat disc armature * The worth of these
prototype tests was demonstrated by the success of the final
-24-
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motor (Unit No. 2) which was self starting and reached 120000
rpm in air without difficulty when properly balanced.
Tests of torque versus speed and current versus torque were not
conducted on the final two units, but these should be similar
to that of the prototype motor, except that the friction of the
ball bearings is eliminated. The attainment of the no-load
speed of 12 9 000 rpm with the final unit tends to indicate this.
D. Reliability
1. Components
Where feasible, the components were selected for high re-
liability. Except for the 2N174 power amplifier transis-
tors, the transistors chosen were all silicon types suit-
ably derated for actual operating conditions. The resis-
tors, and other small components were also selected to han-
dle more than normal circuit power and thus enhance reli-
ability. The lamps (Lamps Inc. No. 9) were selected for
high reliability baeed on the previous investigation spon-
sored by the Goddard Space Flight Center.
The phototransistors (Texas Instrument #LS-600) were also
selected on the basis of similar studies under the same
sponsorship.
The magnetic suspension circuit consists of two main Iden-
tical legs, each containing one stage of the rate-gain ctr-
cui.t feeding into the first stage of the displacement gain
2r
circuit. Thus, each leg contains one Burr-Brown Model
D*Ce operational amplifier feeding3013/15 
	
^	 p	  a Burr-Brown
Model 1506/15 D.Ce operational amplifiers the latter
also being fed by the signal from the respective dis-
placement photocells.
From here the signal proceeds to the Burr-Brown Model
3069-49 power booster and thence to the 2N174 transis-
tor amplifier and the Burr-Brown Model. 510A/25 power
supply* In the present circuit the reliability is lim-
ited by the reliability of the Model 51oA/25 at a MTBF
of 18097 hours*
2 *
 Circuitry
The motor circuit has two identical phases and is both
reversible and self-starting with photoelectronic com-
mutation *
 Should one phase fail, the motor would con-
tinue to run, but at reduced output and would not re-
start or reverse.
The magnetic suspension circuit is also constructed in
two identical halves, but Loth halves are re}4uired to
work in unison to achieve adequate support and operation*
Furthermore, the high-gain rate-Control (velocity sensing)
portion of the circuit is a nouessery feature to provide
damping and stable magnet support. The use ^Z additional
units of the Model 510A/25 power supply for redundancy, in
the circuit shown on page 37, does not appear to be a
tM1 i^+
a
a€ ,
satisfactory method for improving reliability. Replace-
ment with a more reliable power supply is recommended
for future wcrke
3s Documentation
a) Technical Progresr Reports
Monthly technical progress reports were submitted as
required, except that the reports for the 14th, 15th,
16th and 17th months were combined into the 14th tech-
nical report. There were no reports for the months
of January through March 1970 as the project was in-
active during that period. A Phase I report, cover-
ing the first 13 months, was also submitted in draft
forme
The project was modified and changed in scope to in-
clude redesign and rework of Unit Noe 1 to include a
flywheel or inertia wheels This wheel is to be such
as to provide a total rotor system angular momentum
of 3,25 fts lbe seconds when added tc the existing
rotore
This modification work in not included in this final
report but will, instead„ be covered in the appropri-
ate supplemental technical reports.
b) Drawings
Complete manufacturing drawings hmve been marls of all
fabricated parts as well as of the major and final
c
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assemblies, Change orders have been written for all
revisions to document changes as they occurred. The
14th technical report included a complete not of
drawings as they stood at that time, and these will
be updated at completion of the project.
Iii. NEW TECHNOLOGY
New technology under this contract consisted of the method of bal-
ancing as described in section B-99 on page 22 of this reports
A poe Bible second item of new technology may be the design and con-
struction of the motor pole pieces and the motor coils in two phaae
arrays
R
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DISCUSSION
In the beginning of the project in July, 1968, there was a large
number of unknowns - not the least of Which was the possible incompati-
bility of motor and support circuit functions. Of necessity, this uncer-
tainty could not be eliminated until motor and bearing were finally mated -
well along in the program. Fortunately, no important ineompatikility was
then noted, and the precautions taken to eliminate electrical cross-talk
proved to be entirely adequate.
The entire project required much new technology Practical magnetic
support of relatively heavy rotors in stiff suspension (for loading on all
axes) is not known to have been previously achieved. It is now believed
that this project demonstrates not only that this can be done, but that a
high torque motor can also be applied.
At this stage of the development, it is important to review the
methods employed for this accomplishment so that they will not be lost
sight of in future Work.
Of paramount importance was the development of the concept of axial
velocity control. Previous magnetic bearing dovelopments (notably those
attributable to the University of Virginia) employed conventional "rate
of change of displacement" signals. This approach proved quite acceptable
where air gaps were large or where single-ended systems are employed*
 How-
ever, where efficiency is vital and the systems double -ended, stiff support
is essential (small air gaps) *
 "Rote of change of displacement" signals
OF
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0break down because of the enormous difficulty in developing the necessary
high signal-to-noloe ratio.
Fortunately, this fact was known at the outset of the pu: ,ogram and no
effort was wasted in re-examination of "rate of change of displacement"
systems. Nevertheless, the direct measurement of axial velocity does pro-
sent certain special eharactiristice which did require investigation. A-
mong these problems worst (1) reduction of radial (rotational) spurious
signal.ei (2) magnetic shieldings (3) improved ci.rcu!t gain and stability.
It is felt that, although the velocity system was by no means optimized,
its worth was fully demonstrated in that reliable support was achieved
within the specified speed range envelope. This would havo been very dif-
ficult or impossible by conventional means.
To support this belief it is well to pnint out that the concept of
,in independent velocity generator system, where the velocity signal over-
whelms the displacement signal, has certain obvious advantages - so obvi-
ous, that they may be easily overlooked. Perhaps the most important of
these advantages (other than the high degree of axial and radial damping
achievable) is ease of adjustment due to the complete lack of interdepend-
en.a between rate and displacement signals. True, the independent genera-
tor concept has required a certain degree of geometrical design cumber-
someness because of magnet size, shielding requirements, etc * Howover, it
Let likely that these considerations will greatly diminish in the future as
the new class of permanent magnetic materials become more readily available,,
Next of importance leading to a successful conclusion of the project
has been the method originated to achieve dynamic bal.ancinge It was origin-
ally intended to have the rotor balanced 4n a standaxd Gisholt 'balanoing
}
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rmachine prior to insertion in the magnetic hearings. Orly in the pro-
gram it became evident that such a technique was totally inadequate for
a variety of reasons, not the least of which was than tLe mechanical cen-
ter of support could not be made to correspond, with any degree of pre-
cision, to the magnetic center of s+apport. Means were them sought 'to do
all the balancing "in sitUv" i.e., an the megneti.c bearings themselves.
It is probably neither necessary nor desirable to review all the various
unsuccessful approaches to the problem, since the method finally ,arrived
at has proved to be clearly satisfactory and s well described in the body
of this report, However, it is probably worth noting that better ourres-
I
pondence between the magnetic center of rotation and the reference "center-
ing" flanges might well be desirable in the future and might be accomplished
by a photo-etch technique.
The complete motor circuit was available from prior NASA develop-
ments, at the start of the program. Therforep all that was necessary on
this program was to re-package the ele-tronice in a manner consistent with
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the support electronics (on P.C. cards).
The motor itself was quite a different matter, and, as reported, re-
quired the development of special fixtures and techniques for its manufac-
ture. What has not been stressed previously is the absolute necessity,
when usinZ magnetic bearings, of avoiding the use of a, motor which, as a
by-product of its design, develops radial or axial upsetting force gradi-
ents. Standard, motors of ordinax)y design usually employ iron in the Oxna-
ture magnetic circuit. In consequence of such iron, either or both axial
and radial forces are developed, When hard bearings, such as balls, are	 %a
employed, the bearings simply absorb such loads - adding to wear on the
CNOW -
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bearings, but in a normally acceptable manner. In the case of magnetic
or other relatively "soft" bearings, the upsetting, destabilizing forces,
generated by iron cored armatures, create an unetable support. Thiss de-
stabilization can result in dynamic discontinuities resulting in total
support failures at discrete rotational speeds aiui at various torque lev-
els. It was for these re.4sons that an ironless armature was chosen, at the
initiation of the program.
V^s particular ironless armature finally developed and employed has
been well described and has proved efficient and highly satisfactory in
operation. It appears to have only one important deficiency - it is dif-
ficult to manufacture. The basic reason eor this difficulty lies almost
sololy in the fact that once the rotor is assembled the stator is captive.
Further work on the rotor for the necessary "'„ruing up" for ring alignment,
etc., becomes complicated because the stator coils must be carefully guard-
ed From damage, or separately held free of contact with tNe magnet assem-
bly.
An axial type of motor requiring no machined commutator and with a
wound stators, which is not captivated, appears to be a better ov3rall solu-
tion to the "ironless armature" problem for the future.
THE PROGRAM ITSELF
The entire development program suffered from the absolute necessity
to deliver working hardware at a specified time. This was accomplished
and was 'froth necessary and desirable, but prevented adequate analysis or
testing. The vesult has been the delivery of obviously excellent "working
hardware * " atrut which very little data are available. This situation
t
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could be °_,orret ted in a future analysis program.
Only one important, disappointment developed during the program --
this was the impossibility of including more than a few of the flux con-
centrating rings in the delivered hardware, Attempts were made to ascer-
tain the benefits of additional rings, and considerable effort was put
into these testse Unfortunately, the testing technique completely failed
when the ball bearings used to absorb axial loads "Brinelled" into the
support producing craters which gave false axial load figures. By the
time this situation was discovered, the program was so far advanced that
it would have been dangerous to attempt incorporation of additional rings
into the finished equipment.
But, again, as a result of additional and a totally different test-
ing technique (the Magnetic Gate) and through the use of computer plotting,
it was possible to modify, under contract extension, one of the units.
This modification permit-Led only doubling the number of rings, but yielded,
as repertedt
 great increase in axial support and stiffness * Further in-
crease in the number of rings would doubtless yield large dividends in ax-
ial stiffness improvement and load-carrying capability -- kithout increase
in power requirements. However, it is well to point out that such increase
in number of rings must be approached with great care as to ring shape,
depth, and spacing, since altogether too little is now known concerning
the effects of such parameters.
The frequent meetings between CAMBION and NASA representatives, 'both
at the Goddard Space Flight Center and at CAMBION, were of significant val-
ue to the success of the program. Important program decisions were arrived 
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at during these meetings* This complex program of development of quite new
ni
,s
technology might well have floundered without the guidance and interchange
of Ideas which derived from such meetings.
CONCLUSION
As a result of the development effort described in this and previous
reports, it is concluded that useful motors with no physical contact be-
tween rotor and stator may be practically, constructed. In addition, it is
concluded that such motors can be made with sufficient axial and radial
stiffness for a variety of space applications where reliable high-vacuum
long-term use is essential. Among these applications it is recommended
that most serious consideration be given to the following (but not neces-
sarily in the following order)t
1. Reaction Wheel
2. Momentum Storage Devices
39 Gyroscopes
4. Pointing Devices (Telescopes, Laser Reams, etc.)
Reasons for these recommendations, above others, depend upon the fact that
magnetic bearings give support to rotation which is inherently unusually
(1) reliable, fd noise free, (3) friction free.
It is realized that, although the development effort reported is
considered almost entirely successful, it was and is only a preliminary
step.
f
Very large improvements in performance are certain to be achieved
with further development since most unknowns at the beginning of the vdrk
are now quite clearly outlined. For example, a 10 1-1 improvement in radial
stiffness with little,, if adny, increment in power requirement should be
c
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readily achievable by use of additional annular flux concentrating rings.
Also $ through the use of permanent magnets, it would seem entirely pos-
sible to utilize the general type of servo developed to make an order of
magnitude improvement in support efficiency.
Among thb negative conclusions, it is felt that the type of radial
motor design adopted, although having excellent performance character-
istics, is relatively expensive to manufacture. 	 An axial type motor ex-
hibiting at least as high performance would probably be much less complex
or expensive.
Problems connected with stability at highor speeds have also been
encountered.	 The solutions to these problems appear to lie largely in
extension of the circuit development and design with principal emphasis
on decreased time constants in the velocity branch.
It is also felt that the versional stiffness will prove inadequate
for many applications and that this item
	 thou	 interrelated with radialY	 PP	 ,	 6h
stiffness, must receive direct attention in the future.
The program has pointed up the value ofe
I *
	Ease of Assembly
29	 Precise machining
N	 Balancing
It is felt that considerable progress has been made in each of these areas
It has also shown the Importance of assembly cleanliness which will
probably never be adc-quately taken care of until total vacuum "sealed-ofsf
units are nonrtructede
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